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Visiting an Apple Store: The Value of 
In-Person Impressions 

by ADAM ENGST 

I realize that many of you have an Apple Store nearby, and it’s even possible that you visit it regularly. 
For me, however, living in Ithaca, NY (where a common bumper sticker reads, “Centrally Isolated”), the 
closest Apple Store is an hour away in Syracuse, with the second closest almost two hours away near 
Rochester. Between the distance and my general desire to avoid mingling indoors with random people 
due to COVID worries (proved correct on our ill-fated trip to Greece), I haven’t been to an Apple Store 
since before the pandemic. But Tonya and I were in Rochester for a cross-country race last weekend, so we 
took the opportunity to swing by the Apple Eastview store to check out various products we haven’t yet 
seen in person. 

We weren’t planning on buying anything immediately, but I wanted to get a sense of the physicality of 
some recent (and not-so-recent) releases. These are very much first impressions, but they changed some of 
my previous opinions. 

Apple Watch Ultra 
The trigger for our Apple Store visit was the Apple Watch 

Ultra. I knew it was notably larger than the 40mm Apple 
Watch Series 5 that I currently wear, but I couldn’t determine 
how it would feel on my wrist (see “Apple Watch Series 8 and 
Apple Watch Ultra Expand Health, Safety, and Connectivi-
ty Features,” 7 September 2022). After strapping it on, my 
initial response was that the Ultra is indeed large and chunky, 
but not so much so that it felt ungainly. Neither weight nor 
thickness was an issue. 

However, when Tonya tried on the Ultra, it looked ridiculous 
on her significantly thinner wrist, and she could fit a finger in 
the gap formed by how it extended beyond the flat part of her 
wrist. 

More problematic were the bands. Apple sells three bands 
with the Apple Watch Ultra: the Ocean Band, the Alpine Loop, and the Trail Loop. The Ocean Band 
and the Alpine Loop were actively awkward to put on and adjust, whereas the Trail Loop’s infinite ad-
justment and hook-and-loop attachment approach made it by far the most compelling. I’m sure you 
could become accustomed to the other two bands, but I didn’t like them. 

Unless you have an obviously large wrist, I strongly recommend visiting an Apple Store to try on an 
Apple Watch Ultra with the different bands before buying one. Apple did a good job making all previous 
models of the Apple Watch accessible to people of all sizes, but the Ultra has a more rarified audience. 

And no, I didn’t buy one. I would consider it if something happened to my Apple Watch Series 5 or 
my Garmin Forerunner 645, but given the extra battery life from Low Power Mode, that may be another 
year or two (see “watchOS 9’s Low Power Mode Could Extend Older Apple Watch Lifespans,” 10 
October 2022). 
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Announcements 
Elections for 2023 SMMUG Officers and Board of Directors Members 

We will be electing our new SMMUG Officers and Board of Directors for 2023 at our General Meeting on December 12, 2022. We have all 
benefited from the information given out at our club meetings. So it is time to think about giving something back. Can you spare an hour each 
month to help support your club by becoming a member of the Board? Not sure what being a Board member involves? Descriptions for each of 
these positions are available in our Bylaws available under the “Club Info" tab at www.smmug.org. 

If you are nominating someone other than yourself, please ensure the person is willing to accept the nomination.  
You must be a current paid member in good standing to vote. Each member in good standing can vote once at the Annual Meeting. All nomina-

tions and votes must be in by 7:00 p.m. December 12, 2022.   
If you have questions, please e-mail the SMMUG Board at info@smmug.org or click on the “Contact Us” tab on our website. 

Door Prizes For The December Meeting: 
Affinity Universe V2 suite (includes all three Affinity programs for both the Mac & Windows plus the corresponding iPad Affinity apps) 
$10 gift card 
Digital photo frame 
Apple journal 

Club News

http://www.smmug.org/
mailto:info@smmug.org
https://www.smmug.org/contact-us
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MagSafe Wallet 
After getting a new iPhone 14 Pro, I’ve been researching 

wallet cases (see “Three Wallet Cases: Bellroy, Encased, and 
Smartish,” 26 September 2022). The custom Smartish Wal-
let Slayer Vol. 1 case I ordered has worked very well, holding 
three or four cards easily. I could store some cash with the 
cards, but since I use cash so infrequently, I prefer to keep a 
couple of twenties inside the case. The buttons are more re-
sponsive than with the iPhone 13 Pro’s Bellroy case as well. 
The closest I can come to criticism is that the case looks and 
feels a little plasticky. It is plastic, so that’s not problematic, but 
I’m partial to both the leather feel of the Bellroy case and its 
smooth exterior. 

Wallet Slayer Vol. 1 case customized with an Electric Sheep 
screenshot 

I’ve continued to pay attention to the wallet case space, so I 
was curious how Apple’s iPhone Leather Wallet with Mag-
Safe worked, especially when paired with Apple’s iPhone 14 
Pro Leather Case with MagSafe. The design flaws in the 
Encased iPhone 14 Pro Clearback Case with TPU Wallet 
prevented me from telling whether I might like a MagSafe 
wallet, and I figured that Apple’s was likely to be among the 
best. 

Put bluntly, I didn’t love it. It seemed to have a slightly 
stronger magnetic grip when used on the naked iPhone 14 
Pro, but particularly when I added the iPhone 14 Pro Leather Case, its grip felt a little tenuous. Not to the extent that I felt it would fall off or even be 
stripped off while extracting the iPhone from a pocket, but enough that I was certain I’d find myself fiddling with it in my pocket. Constantly. And 
that’s not a good look. 

I might still experiment with another inexpensive MagSafe wallet case, but given that Apple charges $59 each for the wallet and the case, I’m not 
about to spend $118 to see if I like the combination more in prolonged usage, especially considering the custom Smartish case was only $39.99. 

iPad Lineup 
I’m not much of an iPad user, apart from watching videos when I’m sick in bed—my iPhone, Macs, HomePods, and Apple TV meet nearly all 

my digital needs. My current iPad is an aging 10.5-inch iPad Pro, and I use it even less than I used to because its Smart Keyboard died. Plus, its bat-
tery is sufficiently weak that it usually needs to be charged before I can use it. So I’m simultaneously somewhat in the market for a new iPad and un-
enthused about buying one. With that in mind, I took a spin through the iPad lineup and came away with the following impressions: 
• Ninth-generation iPad: I prefer the current squared-off industrial design to this iPad’s curved edges, and it would be nice to have something on 

which I could test Stage Manager. But its $329 price is compelling, I already have a first-generation Apple Pencil that I use occasionally, and it’s 
compatible with the Smart Keyboard that I quite liked. 

• Tenth-generation iPad: I liked the new $449 iPad’s colors and the squared-off industrial design, and it would work with my first-generation 
Apple Pencil, albeit with an awkward dongle. But it’s $120 more expensive, still doesn’t support Stage Manager, and I didn’t love the Magic Key-
board Folio. 

• Sixth-generation iPad mini: Because I’m a fan of small iPhones, I had previously dismissed the $499 iPad mini as being more like the beefy 
iPhone Pro Max models, which feel too big to me. But in person, I was charmed by the iPad mini, particularly as a device for reading books and 
browsing the Web. It has a squared-off design and compatibility with the second-generation Apple Pencil. I don’t plan to buy an iPad mini—I’m 
happy reading on my iPhone 14 Pro—but I liked it. 

• Fifth-generation iPad Air: This and all the rest of the iPads continue to use the squared-off design, and the second-generation Apple Pencil’s 
magnetic charging approach is far more elegant. But since I only use the Apple Pencil a few times per year, it would be hard to justify buying an-
other one, and the iPad Air is already getting pricey at $599. 

Continued from page 1

https://tidbits.com/2022/09/26/three-wallet-cases-bellroy-encased-and-smartish/
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https://www.apple.com/shop/product/MPPJ3ZM/A/iphone-14-pro-leather-case-with-magsafe-ink?fnode=72866d4d74cd16bedb0d86af16f9a7deeb3eb5ed58bdfca35d3ba42b00165837b5fd80f8e2217aff9ff5c66c7068fe10aad605e16df528daa6c0efa9d033090f0097d32f01e1573afb6be74274fe395b777862104e501377dae2b95dc48668b6
https://www.apple.com/shop/product/MPPJ3ZM/A/iphone-14-pro-leather-case-with-magsafe-ink?fnode=72866d4d74cd16bedb0d86af16f9a7deeb3eb5ed58bdfca35d3ba42b00165837b5fd80f8e2217aff9ff5c66c7068fe10aad605e16df528daa6c0efa9d033090f0097d32f01e1573afb6be74274fe395b777862104e501377dae2b95dc48668b6
https://www.apple.com/ipad-10.2/
https://www.apple.com/ipad-10.9/
https://www.apple.com/ipad-mini/
https://www.apple.com/ipad-air/
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• Fourth-generation 11-inch iPad Pro: Without a professional-level business excuse for spending $799—$200 more than the rather similar iPad 

Air—I can’t see any reason to buy the 11-inch iPad Pro. Someone whose work takes advantage of the iPad Pro’s power may be able to justify the 
expense. 

• Sixth-generation 12.9-inch iPad Pro: I had never before handled a 12.9-inch iPad Pro, so I was astonished at how large and unwieldy it felt to 
hold. I could imagine using it with a keyboard and treating it like a touch-screen laptop, but it left me utterly cold as something you’d hold in your 
hand. And at $1099—before outfitting it with a keyboard and Apple Pencil—it makes sense only for those who really need the large screen and 
power. 
After looking at all the current iPads and checking out all the keyboards (see below), I couldn’t muster the enthusiasm to buy anything and plan to 

stick with my aging 10.5-inch iPad Pro until it fails. Sorry, Stage Manager. 
iPad Keyboards 
As I noted, I quite liked the Smart Keyboard I got with my 10.5-inch iPad Pro years ago. It added little enough bulk to the iPad that I kept it con-

nected at all times to protect the screen, make the iPad less slippery, and enable typing with a few quick flips. The keyboard folds so the keys are only 
exposed when you’re using it. When it’s closed to protect the screen, the outer shell is slightly rubberized. When you fold it back so you can use the 
iPad normally—without removing the keyboard—the inside is a soft fabric. There’s no back protection, though that never bothered me. The only 
problem with my Smart Keyboard is that it stopped working for no good reason—it didn’t get heavy use or any abuse. 

When I get another iPad, I’ll need a keyboard, and the ninth-generation iPad is the only current model that supports the $159 Smart Keyboard. So 
I wanted to check out the other possible keyboards, the Magic Keyboard, Smart Keyboard Folio, and Magic Keyboard Folio, none of which I’d 
seen in person. 
• Magic Keyboard: While the $299/$349 Magic Keyboard for the iPad Air and iPad Pro can work as a keyboard and trackpad case, you can’t flip 

the keyboard back to get it out of the way and use the iPad by itself. Instead, you’d want to remove the iPad entirely, which means keeping track of 
the keyboard separately rather than having it available at all times, like the Smart Keyboard. It feels like it’s designed for people who want to use an 
iPad like a laptop regularly. That’s not me. 

• Smart Keyboard Folio: Like the Smart Keyboard, the $179/$199 Smart Keyboard Folio for the iPad Air and iPad Pro has only a keyboard—no 
trackpad—but it protects both the front and back of the iPad with a clamshell-like design. Unfortunately, the extra heft from the back cover would 
make it annoying to keep it attached all the time, and the keyboard keys are exposed (though inactive) when the keyboard is flipped to the back. I’d 
probably connect it only when I wanted to type, but I think it would be annoying to go find it wherever I’d last left it. 

• Magic Keyboard Folio: The new $249 Magic Keyboard Folio keyboard and trackpad combo works only with the tenth-generation iPad, but it 
does protect the iPad screen when closed. A separate kickstand holds the iPad up and protects the back. It felt large and clumsy, and I can’t see leav-
ing it attached all the time as I did with the Smart Keyboard—it might make more sense to remove the keyboard entirely when it wasn’t in use. Or 
remove the kickstand—I’m not worried about protecting the back of the iPad as much as the screen. However, you can reverse the keyboard and 
keep it connected while still using the kickstand. When folded back in that orientation, the keys are hidden. Without first reversing the keyboard, 
the keys would remain exposed (but inactive) on the back. 
Overall, I was underwhelmed by the price and usability of Apple’s newer iPad keyboards compared to the original Smart Keyboard. If I were forced 

to buy something from Apple today, I’d probably go for the ninth-generation iPad and Smart Keyboard to get a keyboard-enabled iPad for the least 
money. Or jump ship for a Logitech Combo Touch. 

24-inch iMac 
Next up was the 24-inch iMac. It has been out since April 2021, but I haven’t 

had an opportunity to play with one in person yet (see “Apple Releases New M1-
Based 24-inch iMac in Spring Colors,” 20 April 2021). I’ve long thought it was a 
compelling machine for home usage, but when Apple released it, I was certain that 
it would be joined by another iMac model with a larger screen, so I somewhat 
wrote it off as a Mac for a professional who needed a fair amount of screen real 
estate. 

After seeing the 24-inch iMac’s 4.5K Retina display up close and personal, I’m 
rethinking my stance on its professional possibilities. The display is gorgeous, and 
although its default working resolution of 2240-by-1260 pixels isn’t quite as large as 
the 2560-by-1440-pixel resolution on my 27-inch iMac, the missing 320 pixels 
wide and 180 pixels high were barely noticeable. Plus, because that default working 
resolution is scaled down from the display’s native 4480-by-2520 resolution, scaling 
it instead to the 2560-by-1440 resolution used by the 27-inch iMac seemed entire-
ly usable. My vision with glasses is decent, if not great, but I could see myself work-

https://www.apple.com/ipad-pro/
https://www.apple.com/ipad-pro/
https://www.apple.com/ipad-keyboards/
https://www.logitech.com/en-us/products/ipad-keyboards.html?filters=combos
https://www.apple.com/imac-24/
https://tidbits.com/2021/04/20/apple-releases-new-m1-based-24-inch-imac-in-spring-colors/
https://tidbits.com/2021/04/20/apple-releases-new-m1-based-24-inch-imac-in-spring-colors/
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ing in side-by-side windows at that finer resolution. 

Given that I consider two large screens essential for productive professional work, I’m sad that Apple doesn’t make a matching 24-inch display. It 
might be possible to find a 4K display from another manufacturer that could adjust to match the 24-inch iMac’s height and resolution, but that’s left 
as an exercise to the reader for now. Nonetheless, if Apple bumps the 24-inch iMac to an M2, I might seriously consider it as a replacement for my 
27-inch iMac at some point (see “Which Mac Will Replace the 27-iMac for You?,” 12 March 2022). 

Studio Display 
While I was surprised by how much I liked the 24-inch iMac, the Studio Display was, well, just OK. Don’t get me wrong—there was nothing 

wrong with the Studio Display other than its $1599 or $1999 (with the tilt-and-height-adjustable stand) price. The display was lovely, but frankly, 
no more so than the 27-inch iMacs I’ve been using since 2014. It’s physically a 27-inch 5K Retina display, just like my old iMacs, and its default 
working resolution is the same 2560-by-1440 pixels I use every day. Apart from the better webcam (has Apple addressed the complaints with that 
yet?), it’s hard to see how the Studio Display would improve my Mac experience. 

But the main problem is the hard-to-stomach price, especially considering that the 24-inch iMac that impressed me so much starts at $1299. Even 
the tricked-out model I’d want is only $2099, just $100 more than the Studio Display configuration I’d probably order. 

14-inch and 16-inch MacBook Pro 
One approach to replacing the 27-inch iMac is one of Apple’s laptops combined with a Studio Display or other large monitor. I have an M1 

MacBook Air that I like a lot, and Tonya recently upgraded from a 2016 MacBook Pro to an M2 MacBook Air that’s even snazzier than mine. But 
both suffer from being able to drive only a single display without dropping back to a USB-based DisplayLink solution. 

In contrast, the 14-inch MacBook Pro and 16-inch MacBook Pro can drive two displays alongside the built-in display. That raises the possibility 
of replacing my 27-inch iMac and 27-inch Thunderbolt Display with a MacBook Pro and two external monitors. Hence, I was curious to lay my 
hands on the new MacBook Pros. 

I was shocked at how large the 16-inch MacBook Pro is. I’ve never been a fan of large laptops, and it was huge. I’m sure that form factor has its 
fans, but it just feels out of proportion for my body—but I use laptops on my lap most of the time. If you were planning to use it like a Mac Por-
table, where it spends most of its time on a desk, it would probably be fine. 

The 14-inch MacBook Pro, on the other hand, felt great. It was a little larger and noticeably heavier than the MacBook Air, but I appreciated its 
rounded edges. I’ve never liked the sharp edges on so many MacBook models over the years, and on the 14-inch MacBook Pro, only the inside of 
the bottom case felt sharp in an uncomfortable way. I don’t know that I’d ever become a laptop-first Mac user, as opposed to separating my desktop 
and laptop Macs, but it’s not out of the question with the 14-inch MacBook Pro. 

Make the Trip 
It’s easy to pretend that you can learn everything you need to about a tech product online, and frankly, I’ve thought that I’d been doing a decent 

job of describing these products based on the specs and information that Apple makes available. However, it became clear on this trip just how im-
portant it is to lay your hands on something you’re planning to buy before committing to it. I was surprised at how much I didn’t like the iPad key-
boards, for instance, and how impressed I was by the 24-inch iMac. And yes, you can return any Apple product within 14 days for a full refund, no 
questions asked, but if an Apple Store or independent Apple reseller is nearby, an in-person visit is probably easier. 

ExtraBITS 
1Password Previews Prospective Passkey Plans — Passkey promises from password-manager 1Password, brought to you by the letter P. 

Oceanic+ App Turns the Apple Watch Ultra into a Dive Computer — Scuba aficionados, take note! The Oceanic+ app has shipped for the 
Apple Watch Ultra, turning Apple's beefy adventure watch into a full-fledged dive computer that's good down to 40 meters. 

Eufy Home Security Cameras Caught Uploading Footage to the Cloud — For Anker's Eufy brand, secure design apparently takes a back seat to 
empty privacy promises. The Verge confirmed the finding by security consultants that Eufy cameras can stream encryption-free video through the 
cloud, all in violation of the company's claims.

https://tidbits.com/2022/03/12/which-mac-will-replace-the-27-imac-for-you/
https://www.apple.com/studio-display/
https://tidbits.com/2022/11/22/1password-previews-prospective-passkey-plans/
https://tidbits.com/2022/11/28/oceanic-app-turns-the-apple-watch-ultra-into-a-dive-computer/
https://tidbits.com/2022/12/02/eufy-home-security-cameras-caught-uploading-footage-to-the-cloud/
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their 
website and see past and current cartoons and other things

http://www.joyoftech.com/joyoftech/
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iOS, watchOS, & tvOS 
iOS 16.1.1, iPadOS 16.1.1, and macOS 13.0.1 Ventura Plug Two Security Holes 

by JOSH CENTERS
Apple has released iOS 16.1.1, iPadOS 16.1.1, and macOS Ventura 13.0.1 to close a pair of severe security vulnerabilities in libxml2 (a software 

library for parsing XML documents). Both allow a remote user to “cause unexpected app termination or arbitrary code execution.” Needless to say, it’s 
seriously problematic when a remote user could do such things. The saving grace is that the vulnerabilities were discovered by Google Project Zero 
and aren’t being exploited in the wild. 

You can update to iOS 16.1.1 and iPadOS 16.1.1 in Settings > General > Software Update and update to macOS 13.0.1 in System Settings > 
General > Software Update. If your devices are running 16, iPadOS 16, or Ventura, you should update as soon as possible to fix these security issues. 
Apple hasn’t released security updates for its older but still supported operating systems; we don’t know if they’re immune or if those updates are com-
ing soon. 

Apple Says More about Emergency SOS via Satellite Technology 
by ADAM ENGST

One of the most intriguing aspects of the iPhone 14 announcement was Apple’s presentation about the forthcoming Emergency SOS via satellite 
feature (see “Apple Unveils Four Models of the iPhone 14,” 7 September 2022). It 
promises to help iPhone users contact emergency services by communicating with low-
earth orbit satellites when there’s no cellular or Wi-Fi coverage. (This couple could have 
used it.) Apple has now published an update that explains more about how this seeming-
ly magical capability—satellite communications using a normal cell phone—came to be. 

The short answer is through the application of large quantities of money. Apple invest-
ed $450 million in satellite network and ground station infrastructure, largely run by the 
global satellite service Globalstar. Read Apple’s post for the full details. 

I’m struck by how much Apple spent on this feature. It’s easy to say that no amount is 
too large if it saves lives, but realistically, Apple is in business to make money, not save 
lives. To an extent, Emergency SOS via satellite might serve as a competitive selling point 
for iPhones, particularly when up against a plethora of often-cheaper Android phones. 

But unlike Crash Detection, which I think many of us can imagine being useful even 
though we don’t expect to be in a crash, it’s hard to see lots of people buying an iPhone 
because of Emergency SOS via satellite. There can’t be that many people in the US and 
Canada who worry about being stranded in a life-threatening situation without cellular coverage. (That’s not to say that there aren’t plenty of people 
who spend time in areas where cellular coverage is nonexistent, but presumably, most have managed to survive this long without satellite-enabled 
access to emergency services.) 

It seems more likely that Apple sees satellite communications becoming increasingly important, with Emergency SOS via satellite and satellite-en-
abled Find My, which lets iPhone users share their location via satellite, being the first features to exploit the technology. 

For instance, I could see future iPhones including enhanced antennas and radios so they could first support low-speed data and later full-fledged 
voice calls. Such a service wouldn’t be free, of course, and would serve both to differentiate the iPhone and bring in a regular revenue stream. How 
much would you pay per month to have constant connectivity without interruptions? 

More generally, could adding satellite connectivity be a long play to capture market share in emerging countries that lack broad cellular coverage? 
The satellite service will initially be limited to the US and Canada, but it’s hard to imagine Apple wouldn’t want to expand coverage globally. Apple 
has roughly 50% of the US smartphone market but is working hard to reach 5% in India. On the assumption that a non-trivial portion of the 
global population lacks satisfactory cell service, satellite connectivity could be a compelling feature. 

Apple reiterated that Emergency SOS via satellite and satellite-enabled Find My will launch later this month. Cellular service is spotty in my part of 
the world, so I look forward to testing it as soon as it’s available. 

Bring Yourself Recurring Joy with Apple’s New Lock Screen Photo Shuffle 
by GLENN FLEISHMAN

When I think about how technology as a whole has improved my life and the lives of people around me, I tend to focus on things like the devel-
opment of vaccines, the improvement of chemotherapy and other oncology treatments, and emergency tools like the Apple Watch’s fall detection and 

Globalstar ground stations

https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT213505
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT213504
https://tidbits.com/2022/09/07/apple-unveils-four-models-of-the-iphone-14/
https://www.unprepared.life/p/he-died-in-death-valley-she-didnt
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2022/11/emergency-sos-via-satellite-made-possible-by-450m-apple-investment/
https://www.counterpointresearch.com/us-market-smartphone-share/
https://www.businesstoday.in/latest/corporate/story/exclusive-apple-likely-to-garner-55-market-share-in-india-in-2022-321304-2022-02-03
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automated notifications of dangerous weather conditions. 

If I instead ponder how technology has enhanced my happiness, the list is far shorter. I enjoy the quality of photography modern iPhones are ca-
pable of. I’m glad to have FaceTime, Zoom, and other videoconferencing tools to connect with family and friends. While Twitter and other social 
media are decidedly mixed bags, I’ve made new connections with people, and that was especially important for my mental well-being during the 
pandemic. 

But what about pure joy? I’d have been hard-pressed to give you an answer to that until Apple let us add the Photos widget to the Home Screen in 
iOS 14 and iPadOS 15 and use Photo Shuffle as a Lock Screen wallpaper option in iOS 16. I have the Photos widget on my first Home Screen, and 
I created a custom Photo Shuffle for my Lock Screen as soon as I started using iOS 16. If only Apple could extend this sort of machine learning to 
the My Photos screensaver on the Apple TV. 

My favorite thing each morning is to see 
what photo appears in the Photos widget on 
my Home Screen. That widget shows entries 
from the For You section in Photos. You 
might see an entry from Memories, the AI-
generated oddball collections that might in-
clude “Exploring Pittsburgh over the years” or 
“On this date.” 

But I most often see one of my Featured 
Photos, which I prefer. Featured Photos is a 
small, ephemeral album iOS assembles for me 
every day. Featured Photos nearly always con-
tains 10 to 20 images of happy or interesting 
snapshots from my life, typically featuring my 
children. 

Featured Photos, like Memories, relies on 
some kind of machine-learning algorithm 
that Apple doesn’t describe. But I think it’s far 
more successful than Memories, which some-
times shows me slideshows of weirdly discon-
nected or boring images. You can’t push pho-
tos into a Featured Photos stack, although you 
can remove them. With an image showing in 
the Featured Photos collection in For You, tap 
the ••• icon in the upper-right corner and tap 
Feature This Person Less or Remove from 
Featured Photos. The latter ensures you won’t 
see that photo in rotation anymore. 

Both Memories and Featured Photos have 
the potential to induce sadness or grief, of course. All technology companies should have learned a lesson from Eric Meyer’s 2014 experience with 
Facebook, which rolled out a Year in Review feature that mindlessly showed him images of his six-year-old daughter Rebecca, who had died of brain 
cancer that year. Some smart companies brought Eric in to talk about the topic in the hope that his experience could help their products avoid this 
tragic error. (Rebecca’s life is commemorated with rebeccapurple, an official CSS4 color name.) 

Apple seems to have figured out some way of avoiding this. My life isn’t full of death, disaster, and disagreement. But I have digitized nearly all pho-
tos I’ve taken over the last 40 of my mumblety-mumble years, including images of past romantic partners, broken or neglected friendships, and people 
I care about who have died. I rarely see anything from that data set, despite not having purged images from my Photos library that might, out of con-
text, cause pain. The closest are photos of my mother with my kids that appear regularly, but not too frequently. She died in 2009. I find those im-
ages wistful, sweet, and a nice way to remember her in life. 

I assume Apple’s machine-learning system relies on signals stored locally and synced across my photo libraries. It knows who I’ve identified in the 
People album; I don’t add people I want to forget. I assume Photos tracks how many times I view images and videos, and it knows which I’ve marked 
as favorites. And I occasionally do note that a photo should be removed from Featured Photos. Perhaps that’s enough. 

iOS 16’s new Lock Screen Photo Shuffle feature has a different design that’s also random but much more focused. When setting up Photo Shuf-
fle as your Lock Screen wallpaper, you can pick Shuffle Categories: People, Pets, Nature, and Cities. With People, you’re presented with a subset of 
your People album and can select the people you want to see regularly. I expect Apple structured these choices to further constrain the appearance of 

https://slate.com/technology/2014/12/facebook-year-in-review-my-tragic-year-was-the-wrong-fodder-for-facebook-s-latest-app.html
https://slate.com/technology/2014/12/facebook-year-in-review-my-tragic-year-was-the-wrong-fodder-for-facebook-s-latest-app.html
https://meyerweb.com/eric/thoughts/2014/06/19/rebeccapurple/
https://the-magazine.com/33/last-words/index.html
https://support.apple.com/guide/iphone/personalize-your-iphone-lock-screen-iph4d0e6c351/ios
https://support.apple.com/guide/iphone/personalize-your-iphone-lock-screen-iph4d0e6c351/ios
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unwanted images, which 
are less likely to be tolerable 
on the Lock Screen. You 
can remove troublesome 
photos, too, though it’s a 
slog: in the Frequency 
options hidden behind the 
••• icon, select Don’t Fea-
ture Photo to remove it 
from future shuffled pho-
tos. 

Although you can swipe 
through “all” the featured 
photos when customizing 
Photo Shuffle to start, it 
will add photos to the 
collection over time, so 
you may occasionally have 
to customize that Lock 
Screen again to remove an 
undesirable photo that the 
algorithm has chosen after 
your initial setup. 

I set Photo Shuffle’s frequency to the ridiculous update schedule of On Lock. Every time my iPhone lights up with an incoming alert, I raise it to 
view, or I press the Standby button, I get a new image. Weeks into using it, I haven’t even begun to tire of the random presentation of photos of the 
people I love across decades of my life. 

It turns out you can design a product to produce joy. Apple has chosen to hide the details of how it engineered this kind of delight, and that un-
predictability might just be a key aspect of the pleasure of continuous rediscovery. 

Get Rid of the Apple Pay Setup Badge on Settings 
 by ADAM ENGST  

I love Apple Pay, particularly on my Apple Watch. I still get a thrill every time I double-press the Apple Watch’s side button and rotate my wrist to 
touch a checkout terminal. And when I was recently employing a Square Terminal to sell T-shirts for the Finger Lakes Runners Club at the annual 
Ithaca Turkey Trot, I tremendously enjoyed having people use Apple Pay on their iPhones. 

But I seldom use Apple Pay for online purchases. I rarely make Web purchases using my iPhone, my iPad solves no problems for me beyond test-
ing, and I prefer Brave to Safari on the Mac. No harm, no foul, and I’m 
sure lots of you have radically different usage patterns. 

However, if you’re like me and haven’t set up Apple Pay on your 
iPad, you might be bothered by the way iPadOS badges the Settings 
app and constantly reminds you to finish setting up your iPad. I ex-
pect that succumbing to iPadOS’s demands and setting up Apple Pay 
would work, but being nagged triggers my rebellious streak, so I 
wanted to see if there was a way to eliminate both the badge and re-
minder without setting up Apple Pay. After all, there may be scenarios 
where setting up Apple Pay is inappropriate, such as on an iPad that a 
child frequently uses. 

Luckily, there’s a fix that’s simple, if unintuitive. In Settings, tap the 
Finish Setting Up Your iPad reminder, and then tap Set Up Apple Pay 
at the right. No, you’re not going to go through with the setup. 

On the Apple Pay setup screen that appears, tap either Cancel or Set 
Up Later in Settings. Both seem to work, though I’ve had a chance to tap each only once on the iPads I had available. 
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As soon as you cancel out of the Apple Pay setup screen, the Finish Set-

ting Up Your iPad reminder disappears, along with its red badge on the 
Settings app icon. 

I realize this is a minor complaint, but it has been bothering me for ages. 
Every time I’d check to see what I had to do to make the badge go away, I’d 
get to the point where it wanted me to set up Apple Pay, which I didn’t 
want to do, so I would just back out and suffer with the badge for longer. 

Ideally, Apple would change the Finish Setting Up Your iPad screen to 
include both Set Up Apple Pay and, as the company does with its Apple 
Arcade offer, an option to Decline or Set Up Later in Settings. 

I’ve submitted this suggestion as feedback to Apple; we’ll see if it’s ever 
implemented. In the meantime, now you know how to tell iPadOS that 
you don’t need that stinking badge. 

How to Eliminate the Google Hangouts Migration Dialog 
by ADAM ENGST 

For the last few weeks, whenever I launch Brave, my primary Web browser, I’ve been getting a dialog from Google Hangouts, alerting me that 
Google has replaced Hangouts with Google Chat. This isn’t news—Google first mentioned 
this would happen in an October 2020 announcement and provided more details in a June 
2022 post. And, of course, the dialog provides a Learn More link for additional details. Mov-
ing to Google Chat isn’t the problem—I’ve been using it for some time now with the one per-
son in my extended network who doesn’t use iMessage, SMS, or Slack. 

The problem is that nowhere does Google say how to stop getting this migration dialog. 
Complicating the issue is that Hangouts is from Google, so it could be something special and 
may have migrated to Brave when I switched from Chrome years ago. 

Because Google Hangouts puts an icon in my menu bar, my first guess was that it was a 
Progressive Web Application so it could provide additional local functionality. Since I know 
little about PWAs, I went spelunking through my drive and found a Brave Browser Apps fold-
er and a Chrome Apps folder in my Home folder’s Applications folder. Unfortunately, al-
though there was a “Hangouts call” app in the Chrome Apps folder, the Brave Browser Apps 
folder contained only an Authy app. So, even though I didn’t fully understand what the 
“Hangouts call” app could be in the context of Chrome, I could tell it wasn’t associated with 
Brave. 

After some fruitless searches hampered by the need to use generic keywords, I found a page 
about installing the Google Chat standalone app. It gave me a link to another Google sup-
port page about Progressive Web Applications, which in turn revealed that typing chrome://apps (which redirects to brave://apps in Brave) in the 
address bar would show the installed PWA apps. Alas, it showed that the only PWA I had installed was Google Drive, making me even more con-
fused about the Authy app in ~/Applications/Brave Browser Apps. (And no, the “Hangouts call” app didn’t show up when I loaded that page in 
Chrome either. Whatever.) 

Additional searches failed to turn up any useful information about how to prevent this migration dialog from appearing, but on a hunch, I chose 
Window > Extension in Brave to see what Chrome extensions I had installed. I knew a Google Hangouts extension wasn’t showing in my Brave 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stinking_badges
https://blog.google/products/workspace/latest-google-hangouts-and-upgrade-google-chat/
https://blog.google/products/workspace/hangouts-to-chat/
https://blog.google/products/workspace/hangouts-to-chat/
https://support.google.com/chat/answer/9854901
https://authy.com/
https://support.google.com/chat/answer/9455386
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/9658361
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/9658361


Ensure Sufficient Free Space before Upgrading to Ventura 
by ADAM ENGST  

Two macOS releases ago, I wrote “Ensure Sufficient Free Space before Upgrading to Big Sur” (10 February 2021) to warn users that an installer 
bug could result in a Boot Recovery Assistant loop. Apple fixed that bug in macOS 11.2.1, but I was reminded of it when TidBITS reader 
Marc Heusser wrote to tell us that upgrading from macOS 12.6.1 Monterey to macOS 13.0.1 Ventura on an M1 MacBook Pro with insuffi-
cient free space resulted in errors that prevented the MacBook Pro from booting. Marc had to restore from backup to bring his MacBook Pro 
back to working order. 

So what counts as “sufficient” space? In my previous article, I linked to the tech specs for Big Sur, in which Apple says that it could require up to 
44.5 GB of available storage. Unfortunately, Apple hasn’t published similar specs for either Monterey or Ventura. However, our old friend Charles 
Edge recently published the necessary details in Free Space Required for Modern macOS Upgrades. In it, he says that Ventura requires 25 GB of 
free space and that its installer clocks in at 12.19 GB, suggesting that it would be safest to add those numbers and make sure you had at least 37 GB 
free. 

Without Apple providing specs, I was curious where Charles came up with that 25 GB number, and he told me that it was from personal experi-
ence. He had tried to install Ventura on a Mac without that much space and received a prompt from the installer telling him he needed to free up at 
least 25 GB. A post from 
Trend Micro confirmed 
that number wasn’t some-
how specific to his Mac. So 
a minimum of 37 GB it is, 
for safety’s sake. 

What could have hap-
pened in Marc Heusser’s 
case? The Ventura installer 
clearly thought he had 
enough free space to con-
tinue, rather than throwing 
an alert as it did for Charles. 
Marc speculated that the 
problem was due to APFS 
snapshots, and unfortunate-
ly, that’s likely. As useful as 
APFS is, it renders the con-
cept of “free space” some-

Macs & macOS
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toolbar, but it wasn’t unthinkable that I had the extension in-
stalled and active but not pinned to the toolbar. That was indeed 
the case, and once I removed the Google Hangouts extension, a 
quick relaunch of Brave confirmed that the dialog was finally 
retired. 

So if you find yourself in this situation, remove the Google 
Hangouts extension from Chrome, Brave, Microsoft Edge, or 
whatever Chromium-based browser you use. 

I’m a little annoyed with myself for how long it took me to 
solve this problem, but it’s a classic example of developers failing 
to put themselves in their users’ shoes. It was entirely reasonable to present the migration dialog to ensure that users are aware of the switch to Google 
Chat, but either the dialog or Google’s Learn about the switch from Google Hangouts to Google Chat page should have mentioned removing 
the Google Hangouts extension. I’ve left feedback about the omission on that page; we’ll see if Google improves it by adding those details.

https://support.google.com/chat/answer/9854901
https://tidbits.com/2021/02/10/ensure-sufficient-free-space-before-upgrading-to-big-sur/
https://support.apple.com/kb/SP833
https://krypted.com/mac-os-x/free-space-required-for-modern-macos-upgrades/
https://helpcenter.trendmicro.com/en-us/article/tmka-10711
https://helpcenter.trendmicro.com/en-us/article/tmka-10711
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what indeterminate. Howard Oakley explains some of the complexity involved. As you can see in the screenshot from Howard’s Mints utility (click 
the Volumes button), my Mac’s primary drive has 75 GB free, but 94 GB available for “opportunistic usage” and as much as 143 GB available for 
“important usage.” The Finder reports the 143 GB number. 

My best guess is that there’s an edge case where the installer believes there’s enough space available to start (assuming that an upgrade is either op-
portunistic or important), but when it starts copying files, APFS doesn’t always release the needed purgeable space. 

Charles reported that since he published that article, he too has heard from a handful of people who have suffered a failed Ventura upgrade and 

have thus been forced to start over with a clean install. 
So, what should you take away from all this? 

• Back up first: Make at least one full backup of your drive before upgrading to Ventura. I say that every time, and I will continue to do until the 
heat death of the universe. (What, you didn’t make a copy of the Milky Way?) And when I say “at least” one backup, I mean it. I would never 

https://eclecticlight.co/2021/12/04/explainer-disk-free-space/
https://eclecticlight.co/mints-a-multifunction-utility/
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upgrade my main Mac without both an up-to-date Time Machine backup and a duplicate. Drives fail, and you don’t want your only backup to 
fail when you need it to restore after an unexpected catastrophe. (While writing this article, I unmounted my Time Machine SSD, and it didn’t 
want to remount again, even after a restart. It mounted fine on another Mac, where I’m running First Aid on it right now.) 

• Check free space carefully: I’m going to go out on a limb here and suggest that you shouldn’t trust the Finder’s claims of free space. It reports the 
maximum amount of free space that could be achieved after deleting purgeable data. Instead, open Disk Utility, select the top level of your boot 
volume (not the Data volume underneath), and use its free space number—76 GB in the screenshot below. 
• Clear at least 37 GB: If that free space number isn’t at least 37 GB, remove enough data to get it to that point. To begin, empty your Trash and 
restart. I had about 1 GB of data in the Trash, which brought me up to 77 GB free, but that number jumped to 86 GB after I restarted. If you 
need to remove more data, choose About This Mac from the Apple menu, click Storage, and click the Manage button next to the desired drive to 
open System Information’s Storage Management window. Then click Documents and work through Large Files, Downloads, and Unsupported 
Apps, deleting unnecessary data, preferably larger files. Alternatively, a utility such as GrandPerspective or OmniDiskSweeper can easily identify 
large files and folders. 
  You could also use Disk Utility to delete Time Machine snapshots, but I’m uncomfortable recommending that without being able to test it my-
self. (As I noted above, my Time Machine drive isn’t happy right now.) If you want to experiment with this approach, open Disk Utility, select 
your boot volume, and choose View > Show APFS Snapshots. Then you can select a snapshot in the list and click the – button to delete it. (The 
screenshot is from my MacBook Air, which seldom does Time Machine backups because I rarely work on local data.) 

Consider Switching from Creative Cloud to Affinity V2 
by ADAM ENGST  

Earlier this year, I stopped subscribing to Adobe Creative Cloud, saving myself $54 per month. I had no particular complaints about the software, 
nor did I have any troubles with Adobe. The decision was purely financial—$54 per month works out to nearly $650 per year, which was far too 
much for the value I derived from InDesign, Illustrator, Acrobat Pro, and Photoshop, without even considering the other 15 or so Creative Cloud 
apps that I never installed. 

Things had changed. I first purchased Adobe InDesign in 2003 to write iPhoto 2: Visual QuickStart Guide for Peachpit Press, switching from 
QuarkXPress because of the move to Mac OS X. I then used InDesign to write and edit at least 14 books over the next few years. I got pretty good 
with InDesign and enjoyed using it. 

After the Take Control-related books we published with Peachpit around 2007, my reliance on InDesign fell off. Acrobat Pro remained essential 
for Take Control’s workflow through 2017, and in 2016, I started using InDesign and Illustrator to create posters, sign-up sheets, and similar print 
collateral for the Finger Lakes Runners Club. My fingers remembered InDesign’s keyboard modifiers and shortcuts from nearly a decade earlier, and 
I enjoyed setting up proper documents with carefully designed master pages, character and paragraph styles, and more. And while my abilities with 
Illustrator are minimal at best (Photoshop completely confounds me), I appreciated being able to use it to collaborate more fluidly with designers 

https://grandperspectiv.sourceforge.net/
https://www.omnigroup.com/more
https://www.amazon.com/iPhoto-Mac-Visual-QuickStart-Guide/dp/0321197763
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and production systems. The price was high, but I felt it was worthwhile for the print work I was doing and to maintain my familiarity with that 
part of the industry. 

By 2020, however, the running club was producing fewer print pieces—everything had moved online—and that $54 per month was starting 
to grate. Entire months would go by without me even launching one of the Adobe Creative Cloud apps. I was unenthused about the time and 
effort involved in learning another app and redoing my moderately complex documents, so I kept subscribing despite my increasingly dysfunc-
tional relationship with Adobe’s suite. 

The event that started to dissolve Adobe’s grip was a sale that Serif, makers of the so-called “Affinity trinity” of Affinity Publisher, Affinity De-
signer, and Affinity Photo, held during the early days of the pandemic. I had played with the beta of Affinity Publisher when it first came out in 
2019, and while promising, it was too rough and didn’t compare sufficiently favorably with InDesign. For $25, I figured it was worth a shot to 
give the release version of Affinity Publisher a try, and I also decided to pick up Affinity Designer and Affinity Photo for another $50. 

Between the pandemic and being busy with other things, I didn’t use the apps that much right away, and it wasn’t until I needed to do more 
print pieces in 2021 that I dove in. Even as I built new documents in Affinity Publisher and discovered that I could export my InDesign files to 
IDML and open them in Affinity Publisher, I kept subscribing to Creative Cloud, just in case. Did I mention that the relationship was dysfunc-
tional? Finally, in April 2022, I went on a conversion spree, exporting all my InDesign documents to IDML even when I didn’t anticipate using 
them again. Affinity Designer could open all my Illustrator files with no further fiddling, so that was all set too. Then I canceled Creative Cloud. 
Phew! 

I’m embarrassed that I haven’t written much about the Affinity suite before, partly because I can’t believe I kept subscribing to Creative Cloud 
for so long and partly because I feel like a bit of an imposter. I may know how to do document setup and page layout in InDesign and Affinity 
Publisher, but I’m a fluent user, not a graphic designer who does this for a living. Similarly, while I can monkey around in Illustrator and Affinity 
Designer, my skills are weak. As with Photoshop, I seldom even launch Affinity Photo, and whenever I need image manipulation features, I im-
mediately resort to searching for tutorials. Most of the time, I still fail to accomplish whatever I’m trying to do, but that’s on me, not Affinity Photo 
or Photoshop. 

Along with feeling generally inadequate to review the Affinity apps, I was also aware that they’re sufficiently deep and powerful that it would be 
impossible to predict whether my needs match yours. Multi-chapter books in Affinity Publisher with exports to PDF and EPUB? I have no idea 
how one would set them up—I don’t do that sort of production anymore. Database-driven publishing? Affinity Publisher can merge data into a 
document, and I did it once, but are there gotchas if that’s what you do every day? I don’t know. And I can’t even begin to guess how you might 
use Illustrator and Photoshop and if you could replicate those tasks in Affinity Designer and Affinity Photo. 

So, apart from a little public therapy session, why am I writing about the Affinity apps now? Serif just released version 2 of all three apps, and 
while there’s no upgrade pricing, the company is having a V2 launch sale through 14 December 2022. The 40% discount drops the price of any 
one of the apps to $40.99 (the list price is now $69.99), and a new Universal License gets you all three apps for macOS, iPadOS, and Windows 
for $99.99. That’s a one-time charge and still costs less than 2 months of Creative Cloud. Serif also offers multi-user business licenses and educa-
tional licenses. 

Although I’ve been happy with the current 1.x versions of the Affinity apps, I’ve just purchased the Universal License to get the V2 apps. Al-
though I have no plans to write another book in the near future, Affinity Publisher 2 now lets you combine separate documents as chapters. Styles 
sync between chapters, page numbers count up properly, and you can build a unified table of contents and index using the individual files. Affinity 
Publisher 2 also supports footnotes, endnotes, and sidenotes. 

All this is by way of saying that if you are paying Adobe monthly for apps that you don’t use sufficiently, like I was, I encourage you to give the 
Affinity V2 apps a try. For my purposes, they were entirely adequate replacements for InDesign, Illustrator, and Photoshop, and maybe they 
would be for you as well. For $99.99 or less, it’s worth giving the Affinity alternatives a try. I could have saved many hundreds of dollars by switch-
ing sooner. 
•

https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/publisher/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/designer/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/designer/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/photo/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/whats-new/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/affinity-pricing/
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Reviews
Affinity Photo V2 

by L. Davenport 

If you in the market for a photo editing program or would like to get away from photo editing programs with unending subscription fees, then 
you should take a look at Affinity Photo.  

Affinity Photo is a full-featured program that rivals many expensive feature-rich photo editing programs. It is aimed at the professional market but 
is well suited for the average user too. For those of you that are on a tight budget - Affinity Photo is only $40.99 - with NO SUBSCRIPTION 
FEES!! Also, since all of the Affinity programs have just been upgraded to version 2, there is a BIG (time limited) V2 launch sale going on for ALL of 
the Affinity software (for both Mac and Windows) plus the three iPad apps, grouped together for one low price (more about this later in the review). 

Personas 
 Affinity Photo comes with the typical editing tools: a color wheel, Layers, History, Navigator, etc. but it doesn’t stop there. In 

the upper left corner of the window are five “Persona” buttons. Personas are different digital workspaces where different aspects of 
photo editing are addressed. The available tools dynamically change depending on the chosen Persona:  

• Photo Persona: When clicked on, you are presented with tools that are very typical in top end Photo editing programs: vari-
ous Selection tools, Paint brush, Gradient, Eraser, Clone Brush, Blur, Dodge, Healing, etc. brushes. It also has Pen and Node 
tools, Mesh Warp and Perspective tools, along with an Inpainting brush (more about this brush later).  
• Liquify Persona: The available Liquify tools are: Liquify: Push forward/Push left/Twirl/Pinch/Punch/Turbulence/and Recon-
struct. There is a Liquify freeze and a Thaw tool (the “Freeze” tool will lock a portion of the mesh so no future modifications 
will effect that area). There is also a Liquify Mesh Clone tool. 

Using the “Push Forward” tool, you can make small adjustments to an image by slowly pushing the image’s edges to increase 
their size or shape, etc. For an extreme example/use of the Liquify tools, do you remember Salvador Dali’s surrealistic painting 
“The Persistence of Memory”, where the stopwatches seem to be melting over various items? Well the Liquify Persona tools will 
help you replicate that very effect (as seen in Figure 4). 
• Develop Persona: This has all of the tools needed to adjust RAW formatted Photos. It offers a dedicated pre-processing work-
space offering incredibly accurate editing in an unbounded linear color space. BTW: According to Serif, Affinity Photo is com-
patible with all major camera file formats. 
• Tone Mapping: This is an environment dedicated to tone mapping images. Although intended for 32-bit documents, you 
can also enter this Persona for 8-bit or 16-bit documents and tone map non-HDR images. 

Figure 1. Affinity Photo’s Inpainting tool can be used to remove unwanted items such as people, telephone wires, signs, and debris from 
your photo. Removing this jumping man was accomplished in about 3 seconds by quickly swiping the Inpainting brush over his body.
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• Export Persona: This lets you output: layers, groups, and objects as ex-
port slices to different file formats and image sizes simultaneously. You'll 
also be able to export custom drawn slices of the photo. 
• Panorama Persona: There is no Panorama button. It is only accessible when you 
choose the New Panorama feature from the File menu. It can stitch together multiple 
images to create a wider and/or taller scene (Figure 3). It includes automatic color and 
perspective correction, support for ICC profiles, and 32-bit HDR support for high 
dynamic range stitching.  
The Panorama Persona can create multiple panoramas simultaneously from your im-

age collection. Each detected panorama is stitched and previewed. 

Masks 
A Layer Mask hides parts of a layer (without actually deleting it) so the underlying 

layers show through (look at the images in Figure 8 to see a Mask used to replace the 
faded out sky with a more colorful one). 

Inpainting 
The Inpainting brush is at the top of the list of my favorite tools. It can be used to 

easily remove unwanted power/telephone lines, signs, debris, people, etc. from your pho-
tos (see Figure 1). It can also be used to remove dust and lint particles from photos that 
were copied from old photo slides. This is accomplished by the user using the Inpainting brush tool to paint over (and identify) damaged or unwant-
ed areas. Complex algorithms then take over to harvest information from the surrounding areas of the image in order to reconstruct the missing data. 

I have thousands of slides that I converted/digitized before their colors faded or changed hue. I was pleased that I saved them, but I was disappoint-
ed in the amount of dust and lint that had accumulated on the slides - and was carried over to the digitized versions. The idea of having to use the 
Clone tool to try and fix them seemed daunting, so I never fixed them. But now with the Inpainting tool, all I have to do is swipe over the dust - no 
having to tell the clone tool where to copy from before doing the cloning, etc. The Inpainting tool is so much easier. I can't wait to fix all of my digi-
tized photos now.  

Filters 
Affinity Photo comes 

with a wide variety of cus-
tomizable high-end filters: 
lighting, blurs, distortions, 
shadows, glows, etc. These 
filters are fully modifiable 
plus you can see a real-time 
live preview of the results.  

There are two filter vari-
eties:  
• Destructive: Once a 

destructive filter has 
been applied, it is set in 
stone (unless you use the 
History palette to reverse 
them).  

• Non-destructive “Live 
Filters”: These Live Fil-
ters can be used to mod-
ify your image just like 
the destructive filters. 
They differ in that the 
applied effects can be 
removed at a later date 

Figure 2. Frequency separation allows you to 
retouch texture and tone/color independently 
for powerful portrait retouching. Notice the 
facial bumps in the left image are almost 
completely gone in the right image.

Figure 3. Multiple images can be stitched together to create a wider and taller scene
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without having to use the History panel (which would result in undoing other modifications on 
your work applied afterwards). 

Lighting Effects 
The Lighting Effects filter gives you tools to simulate ambient, point, directional, and spot lighting 

in your image. You can add one or multiple light sources for more advanced lighting control. Each 
light source can be independently configured and positioned using on-screen nodes/handles. Light 
source types: 
• Spot: This casts an elliptical beam of light focusing on a specific subject of interest, like with a 

flashlight. 
• Point: This casts omnidirectional light, like with a light bulb. 
• Directional. This casts light directionally from infinity, e.g. from the sun. 

There are light settings for things like: Diffuse, Specular, Shininess, Ambient light color, Distance, 
Texture, etc. 

Adjustment layers 
You can correct and enhance your images using nondestructive Adjustment Layers. There are 

Adjustment Layers for Curves, Levels, Black and White, White Balance, HSL, Shadows and High-
lights plus over a dozen other adjustments. 
You can adjust, readjust, or drag and drop 
onto any layer, group, mask, or in any 
place in a stack to control how they’re ap-
plied. 

New Affinity Photo (version 2) features: 
• Normals Adjustment: This is geared 

towards people who create 3D artwork 
but it can also be used with the resulting 
2D renders of the 3D scenes. With it 
you can adjust the lighting information 
baked into existing normal maps. It is 
great as a standalone feature for texture 
artists, but also allows the editing of 
lighting layers generated from 3D render 
software.  

Normal maps can also be used to 
enhance the appearance and details of a 
low polygon 3D model by generating a 
normal map from a high polygon 
model and then use the same map on a 
low poly 3D object. Thus faking the 
lighting information baked into exist-
ing normal maps. It is great as a stand-
alone feature for texture artists since it 
allows the editing of lighting layers 
generated from 3D render software.  

The Normals Adjustment feature 
that I like the best is the ability to 
quickly change to/from DirectX and 
OpenGL. In the past, I have had trou-
ble finding programs that will convert 
Normal Maps between these two in-
dustry standards (one 3D program 

Figure 6. Before (left) and after (right) Normal images with adjustments applied 
(flipped Y-axis for DirectX to OpenGL format conversion). Notice that all of the 
ridges and divots on the left look like groves and bumps on the right.

Figure 4. Affinity Photo’s Liquify tools let 
you make your image appear to melt.

Figure 5 The 1 or 2-plane Perspective tool can be used to change the perspective or 
angle of a building or item in your photo. BTW: I chose to demo this feature on a 
closeup view of a Tiny House model (that had a chicken coop at one end). But this 
feature works better if you have an item that is further away from the camera.
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may use Open GL whereas the next one 
may use the DirectX standard). This 
switching capability means that you can 
save out a 3D object’s Textures and Nor-
mal maps from one 3D program and 
then convert the Normal Maps so you 
can then use them in another 3D pro-
gram. Nice! 

• Equirectangular projection: Equirectan-
gular images, typically 360x180 panora-
mas, can be mapped to a live projection 
with in Affinity Photo and then be edited 
whilst they are being projected. This al-
lows for instant feedback of retouching, 
brush work, and masking - all operations 
which would be difficult on an un-
mapped equirectangular image (Figure 
10). FYI: 360x180 imagery is often obtained either from dedicated 360 cameras, or by stitching a 
series of shots together using 360 stitching software. 

• Non-destructive RAW Development: You can now develop RAW files non-destructively, which 
means you can go back to change your develop settings at anytime, even after adding additional 
layers or adjustments to your file. You can enjoy an end-to-end 32-bit experience. 

• Import Affinity and Adobe® Swatch Exchange (.ase) palettes (iPad) 
• Force scale of stroke width, layer effect radii, corner radii and text frame content on object resize 
• Support for additional spare channels in TIFFs 
• Fill Opacity for ‘special 8’ blend modes 
• Redeveloped Boolean operations and compounds 
• Change stroke width with [ and ] keys; Shift key increases/decreases by an absolute amount 
• HSL Color Wheel has a box wheel type and offers recent colors and hex code readout/input 
• Multiple shadow, outline and overlay layer effects per layer 
• Create pattern layers from any raster layer content (including image layers) 
• Easier Quick Masking of pixel selections in Channels panel 
• Isolation (Solo) mode offers better group control 
• Transform attribute for linked layers 
• One-step undo/redo of complex assistant actions 
• Updated lens correction database 
• Paste Style support for copied text selections 
• Editable EXIF data 
• Preference setting to limit initial zoom to a maximum of 100% 

Other tools and options: 
• There is a large library of brushes that 

come with Affinity Photo, plus you can 
add your own custom made ones. These 
can be created from current pixel selec-
tion, combine multiple brushes together 
with a single stroke, or from 
imported .abr brush files. 

• Defringe: Occasionally when you take a 
photo with high contrast areas (especial-
ly when a dark element is strongly back-
lit, such as branches silhouetted against a 
blue sky), the edges turn purple. The 

Figure 8 If you uncheck “Contiguous” 
and then click-drag to the right with the 
“Flood Select Tool”, it will select all in-
stances of that color, e.g. the sky. Notice in 
the middle screenshot of the Mask, the 
sky was masked out even within the 
closed areas around the light poles. After-
ward, I was able to replace the pale origi-
nal sky with a more colorful sky.

Figure 9 This extreme form of Chromatic Aber-
ration (where the color planes are severely mis-

Figure 7. The Displace Filter can then be used to 
make text appear to conform to the high sand 
lows of the underlying surface. Notice in this 
(closeup) example, the white color of the “J” ap-
pears to adhere/ conform to the underlying stones.
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“Defringe Filter” selectively adjusts these areas to remove the 
color fringing. 

• Frequency Separation: You can smooth and retouch skin with 
the Frequency Separation tools. This lets you separate your 
image’s color/tone and texture into separate low and high 
frequency layers, respectively, so you can retouch the image’s 
color/tone and texture independently. This feature is perfect 
for retouching spots, stray hair, blemishes, dimples, and wrin-
kles, etc. using the retouch brushes and tools (Figure 2). 
• Displace Filter: The Displace Filter applies distortion ac-
cording to a pattern defined by a displacement map. The 
lightness values of pixels within the displacement map deter-
mine the degree to which the distortion occurs.  

An example of using the Displace Filter is shown in the 
Figure 7 screenshot. After writing the word “Jail” on a photo 
of a stonewall, I used the Displace Filter tool along with its 
“Load Map from layers beneath” option to make the word 
look like it actually was spray-painted on the stone wall (see 
how it conforms to the highs and lows of each stone). After-
ward I added a Gaussian Blur to the text so the text would 
have the same blurriness as the stonewall. 
• Undo History: You can instantly undo/redo over 8,000 
History steps. You can save the History so you can undo steps 
later even on different computers. There is a seamless Auto-
Save which protects against unexpected shutdowns. 

Graphics Tablet & Multitouch Device Support 
• Graphics Tablets: A number of Affinity tools and settings can 

be used to provide perfect precision when using a pressure-
sensitive pen tablet. When drawing with a pen tablet, the Pen 
Tool's variable width strokes will automatically match the level 
of pressure applied. BTW: For some tablet pens, the pen's 
eraser (using the opposite end of the pen) will activate the 
Erase Brush Tool. 

Affinity does not officially support non-Wacom tablets, but 
I decided to test it on my Huion Kamvas 22 Plus. I am happy 
to say that my lines did in fact vary in width depending on the 
amount of pressure that I applied. 

• Multitouch Device: Affinity products are also designed to be 
used in conjunction with multitouch devices (Magic Mouse 
and trackpads), including those with Force Touch pressure-
sensitive capability (Magic Trackpad 2 and built into recent 
MacBooks). 

Sidecar 
Apple’s Sidecar option can be used to extend or mir-

ror your Mac desktop onto your iPad’s display (Figure 
11). With this functionality, you can draw on your 
iPad using an Apple Pencil to edit documents in your 
Affinity Mac app. 

When using Sidecar, the Affinity Photo program 
supports pressure-sensitive input from an Apple Pencil 
on your iPad's screen. Sidecar works with one iPad at a 

Figure 10. The top panorama is an Equirectangular image. This means it 
was either taken with a 360º Camera or a series of shots were stitched 
together. As is, it would be very difficult to edit it. But Affinity Photo’s 
Equirectangular projection lets you rotate and then edit the image (the 
second and third image).

 A mirrored display:                                    An extended display: 

Figure 11. Mac and iPad Mirror and extended options.
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time, but it can be used alongside additional external displays. 

Your iPad can also become a secondary display, allowing you to arrange windows however you want 
between the two devices. 

Apple Photos 
Some of the Affinity Photo's features can be accessed from within Apple Photos so  you can edit library 

items without leaving Photos (Figure 12). The available extensions are: The Affinity Liquify, Miniature, 
Monochrome, Haze Removal, Develop and Retouch extensions. 

Alternatively, you can send an image from Photos to Affinity Photo to use Affinity Photo’s full toolset. 
When you are finished, you can save the result back to your Apple Photos library. 

Hardware acceleration 
To improve the performance of some operations, Affinity Photo can use Apple's Metal technology to 

talk directly to your system's graphics hardware. This hardware acceleration is available for many graphics 
processors (GPUs), whether integrated into your computer's CPU (central processing unit), a discrete 
graphics card or onboard processor, or external and connected via 
Thunderbolt 3. Affinity Photo can make use of multiple GPUs in 
parallel. 

Affinity Photo v2 for the iPad 
There is also an Affinity Photo for the iPad. It is a desktop-grade, 

professional photo editing app with all the power of its desktop coun-
terpart and complete file format compatibility. It gives you the free-
dom to create wherever you are, without any compromise. It is iPad 
OS 16-ready and includes full optimization of the new virtual memo-
ry swap, dramatically increasing performance so working on large 
documents is a breeze.  

It can be purchased separately from the desktop version or (for a 
limited time) combined with all of the Affinity desktop and iPad ver-
sions of their programs and purchased all at once with the discounted 
Affinity Universe license. 

These are only a few of the available tools and options. There are too 
many to go into detail in this review. If you are interested, I suggest you 
go to the Affinity Web site and read the “Affinity Photo Full Feature 
List”. 

The Skinny 
Evaluation: I am sure some people will see the Affinity Photo’s inexpensive price and think that it is a low caliber photo editing program. They 
would be wrong! It is a full-featured program which would rival or surpass many its competitors. I was really impressed with the Inpainting tool. I 
also like the Normals adjustment tools. This will be a great help for me with my 3D texturing and lighting process. 
Requires: Mac: macOS Catalina 10.15 - Ventura 13; A Mac with the Apple silicon (M1/M2) chip or Intel processor; 8GB RAM recommended 

iPad: iPadOS 15 or later; iPad mini (5 & 6)  through to iPad Pro - M1-equipped iPad models are recommended for the more memory-
intensive designs 

Company: Serif (Europe) Limited 
Price: Mac: Affinity Photo v2: $40.99 

iPad: Affinity Photo v2: $11.99 
Mac, Windows AND iPad: Affinity V2 Universal License (bundle price for ALL three Mac and Windows applications [Photo, Designer, & 
Publisher] and ALL three iPad Apps): $99.99 vrs. $158.94 if all the programs and iOS Apps were bought individually with the current sale. 
Non sale price: $169.99. FYI: I believe this V2 launch offer ends on Dec 14th 2022. So hurry and get you universal license as soon a possible. 
You can purchase the Programs and or Apps through the Affinity store website or the Mac/iOS App Stores 

Available 30 day trial copy 

Figure 12. The Affinity Photo app for the iPad has all the power of its 
desktop counterpart and complete file format compatibility.

Figure 12. Some of the Affinity Pho-
to's features can be applied to an 
image without leaving Photos.

https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/photo/full-feature-list/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/photo/full-feature-list/
https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/photo/
https://store.serif.com/en-us/checkout/?basket=0277d54737af9159464e441132224c0f03d1a376c9e811e3
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PortraitPro Studio Max 23 
by L. Davenport 

Have you noticed that models or important people in photographs sometimes look a lot better in print versus seeing them in person? This is usu-
ally due to airbrushing or digital touch up done on the photos before printing them. Now, the average person can do the same thing with his/her 

photographs using PortraitPro Studio Max. But don’t let me put off the pro users out there. PortraitPro has 
powerful tools that also will help professional photographers to touch up their portraits. 

PortraitPro versions:  
• Standard: This is for amateur or hobbyist photographers working with JPG or 24-bit TIFF files. 
• Studio: This is for amateur or professional photographers who work directly with RAW files or want 
the higher quality of 48-bit color files. It supports conversion between different color spaces, and provides 
JPEG/TIFF embedded color profile support. 
• Studio Max: This is for professional photographers or those working with a lot of images. There is a 
Batch mode option which will speed workflow greatly. 
Anthropics Technology has a “Compare Editions” web page that gives a more in-depth listing of the 

differences between the three versions. 
When you import your photo, PortraitPro’s Intelligent Assistant identifies the facial features and hair in 

your photo along with whether it is male, female, or a child. It automatically places points around the eyes 
and mouth (including identifying whether the mouth is open or shut). It also outlines the eyebrows, identi-
fies the tip of the nose, and the outer edges of the face (Figure 2).  

If it is off by a little bit, you can fine-tune the outlines by moving the points around. Once everything is 
properly outlined, PortraitPro applies the default setting to your portrait. This may be sufficient, but if not, 
you are given two options: to use one of the predefined Presets (shown as thumbnails on the right side of 

Figure 1. This is the PortraitPro’s interface with a female face loaded in. On the left is the before photo and on the right is the after 
photo (which had some makeup and a few adjustments made on it). To the far right of the window are all of the controls that can 
be used to modify the face.

Figure 2. PortraitPro’s AI is very 
good at detecting the gender and 
facial features in a photo.

https://www.anthropics.com/portraitpro/editions/
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Figure 6) and/or use the slider controls so that you can manually tweak the look of your portrait. For 
ease-of-use, the sliders are divided into different Control Groups (these groupings can be seen on the 
right side of  Figure 1): 

• The Shape Controls let you change: the shape of the face, the shape of the jaw, the neck & 
shoulders, and change the shape of the eyes, eyebrows, or mouth. You can even change the per-
son’s expression to: Smile, Frown, Surprise, Interest, or Thoughtful. 

• The Skin Smoothing controls let you enhance the skin’s appearance by de-emphasizing or re-
moving the spots, pores, wrinkles, and other imperfections. You can even trim the eyebrows. 
Sometimes the smoothing process may give your face a plastic look. So you can use the “Tex-
ture” slider to add a little texture back into the face. 

• The Skin Lighting sliders let you add shadows to any part of the face and neck area. There is also 
a lighting disk that you can manually drag around a wireframe of the face to change the direc-
tion of the lighting (Figure 5). The lighting and shadows update in real-time as you change the 
discs’ location. You can also add a left or right “Kick” light which looks like edge lighting. In 
short, you can add light or highlights to most parts of the face and neck area. 

• The Makeup controls let you add: Lipstick, Mascara, Eyeshadow, Eyeliner, Blusher, Eyebrow 
pencil, skin Bronzer, and Highlighter to the face. 

• The Eye Controls let you brighten/darken the eyes, change the iris color, add or remove reflec-
tions, darken or increase the size of the pupils, add colored contacts, and sharpen the eyes and 
eyebrows. You can even add an eyelid for the races that don’t have a visible one. 

• The Mouth & Nose Controls let you change the hue and Saturation of the lips, add Moisture to 
the lips, Sharpen the mouth details, and tweak the Nose Contrast. 

• The Hair Controls let you change the Hair color (Figure 4), increase/decrease the Blacks, Con-
trast, Vibrance, Saturation, Temperature & Tint of the hair, and the Shine of the hair. 

• The Picture Controls let you set the Exposure, Fill the Shadows, Dehaze the photo, and adjust 
the: Contrast, Vibrance, Saturation, Tint, and Temperature of the whole image. You can even 
add a colored or black Vignette around the face. 

• The Layers controls lets you mask out the background and then replace it with an image of your 
choosing (Figure 3). 

In addition to the slider controls, the main window also displays before and after views of your 
portrait (Figures 1 & 6). With this you can instantly see what the modifications will look like as you apply 
them. FYI: Rather than the side-by-side before/after views, I like to use the “Flip to Before” Button. That lets 
you switch back and forth on the same image. In my opinion, that’s the best way to see the subtle differences.  

Group shots 
PortraitPro can detect all of the faces in a photo and automatically enhance them all at the same time with 

the default preset (Figure 8). If it misses any faces, you can easily click on the nose and chin to add the miss-
ing face(s). You can however, only make changes to one face at a time. This selected face is identified by a 
blue surrounding oval (in the Zoom window) plus that face will be the one that shows up in the main win-
dow ready for your modifications. 

Figure 4. You can use PortraitPro’s hair re-
touching tools to boost natural color or try a 
totally new look with its recoloring features. 
You can also give hair a sleek, healthy look 
using the shine tool. 

Figure 3. You can add a layer, mask out the background, and then add your own image for the 
background.

Figure 5. You can add a directional 
light source to the face.
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Presets 

PortraitPro comes with a library of presets which 
set some or all of the sliders to predefined values to 
get a particular effect (right side of Figure 6). You 
can even save your own Presets so you can use 
them later.  

Snapshots 
As you are modifying a face, you can take a 

Snapshot to save your work at that point. This way 
you can check your current version against a previ-
ous version(s) to see if you would rather revert back 
to one of the previous versions.  

Layers & Background Editing 
PortraitPro lets you replace the background 

completely or add additional elements between the 
background and foreground parts of the image. 
This is accomplished by adding a layer and then 
masking out the background. When completed, 
you can replace the background with one of the 
backgrounds that comes with PortraitPro, or im-
port an image of your choosing. For example, the background went from the pink background to the 
brick background in Figure 3.  

Replace the sky:  
This tool is useful for pictures with a reasonable amount of sky visible in them. It lets you replace 

the sky with a more interesting one from a large selection of attractive skies. 

KEY NEW FEATURES 
• Art Effects: PortrairPro now has a vast new range of creative effects that you can apply to your 

photo (Figure 9). These effects let you dramatically change the color, texture and feel of your im-
ages with iconic art themes such as oil painting and pop art. 

• Backlight Lighting Brush: You can control background lighting with the new Backlighting 
Brush. This lets you 
emphasize your sub-
ject and easily give 
depth to images with 
bold lighting effects. 

• Stray Hair Removal 
Tool: PortraitPro 23 
includes a new tool 
for removing un-
wanted strands of 
hair (Figure 7). You 
can easily tidy fly-
aways and even erase 
stubble and facial hair 
for a more clean 
shaven look. 

• M1/M2 Mac Sup-
port: According to 

Figure 6. In this example, all I did was apply the “Glamorous” preset (which is the bot-
tom right thumbnail). It narrowed his jawline and nose, added a slight shadow on the 
right sided of his face, smoothed his face a little, plus a few other tweaks.

Figure 8. PortraitPro can find the facial 
features of multiple people in a photo. 
BTW: It correctly identified the top 
person as a child but thought the bot-
tom person was a female. I quickly 
identified him as a male (so the includ-
ed presets would work correctly).

Figure 7. The Stray Hair Removal Tool can be used to easily tidy 
hair flyaways and even erase stubble and facial hair for a more clean 
shaven look.
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Anthropics, PortraitPro 23 now guaran-
tees full native compatibility and faster 
processing speed for M1/M2 Mac users 
as well as more efficiency across the board. 
Native support for Apple M1/M2 chips 
makes PortraitPro v23 up to 60% faster. 

Batch Processing 
The PortraitPro Studio Max version in-

cludes an automatic batch process option. 
This lets you process a whole photo shoot 
with just a few clicks. There is a “Film Strip” 
along the left side of the window which 
shows thumbnails of the images in the 
batch. 

Plug-in 
PortraitPro comes as a stand-alone program, but both the PortraitPro Studio and the Studio 

Max versions include a Photoshop plug-in with Smart Filter capability. 

Interactive Tutorials 
When you open PortraitPro you will see three rows of Interactive tutorials. When you click 

on one, it shows you a quick video of what that tutorial will cover. Then it loads a face and off 
to the left are the steps for you to follow. It places a check after each step once you have replicat-
ed that instruction. If you can’t figure out where a setting is located, you can click on its name 
(in the tutorial instructions) and it will point to the setting. Nice. I had to use this several times 
when I was working through the tutorials. After working through these tutorials, you will have 
a good understanding on how to use PortraitPro. If you need more instructions, there is a URL 
that has “Getting started”, “Contents” and “Reference” headings which are very helpful. 

Some of the PortraitPro use scenarios  
• Are you a professional photographer who needs to remove a last minute pimple or a birth-

mark on your subjects face? Need a beautiful or handsome face for your project, but can’t 
afford or find a beautiful model on short notice? Then you can use PortraitPro to beautify the face of a willing friend or workmate.  

• Have a 20 year class reunion coming up, but can’t go? Make you classmates envious of how good you still look by tweaking your face with Por-
traitPro and then send your photo to be posted on the montage board showing all of the classmate’s photos.  

• Do you have a photo of yourself or a family member that is in the perfect setting and lighting, but they weren't wearing makeup at that time? 
Then use PortraitPro to add the makeup and now your photo is perfect. 
If you are interested in this program, I suggest checking out the videos showing PortraitPro in action. Anthropics Technology’s Gallery web page 

shows 15 before and after examples - simply move your cursor over each photo see the before and after images.  

The Skinny 
Evaluation: I like that PortraitPro is flexible enough to work on male, female, child, and different skin tones. Yes, you can probably accomplish the 
same results if you have a program like Photoshop and a lot of know-how and patience. But if you don’t want to spend the big-bucks for Photoshop 
and don’t want to spend tons of time tweaking your photos to get them just right, then you should check out PortraitPro. It is inexpensive and it’s 
interface is very simple to use - especially if you use one of the Presets. Gone are the wrinkles, acne, pock-marks, etc. after only a few minutes of 
tweaking.  
Requires: Mac running 64-bit macOS 10.13 or later, 2GHz processor or faster recommended, 1280 x 800 minimum supported display size, 2GHz 
processor or faster recommended 
Company: Anthropics Technology 
Street Price: Standard version: $59.95; Studio version: $89.95; Studio Max version: $179.95 
Available Demo  

Figure 9. You can now edit and stylize your photos with new artistic options.

Figure 10. FYI: This was my first attempt with 
using PortraitPro. I wanted to see if I could clear 
up most of her freckles and then add some 
makeup and darken her hair. Though it’s not 
perfect, I was quite pleased with the results. 

http://www.portraitprofessional.com/photo_editing_software/
http://www.portraitprofessional.com/gallery/
https://www.anthropics.com/portraitpro/
https://www.anthropics.com/portraitpro/download/
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Membership Application Form 
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the bar-
gains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY: 

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00  
  JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00 

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date  

Name 
 Street Address 
 City/State/ZIP 

 Home Telephone 
 E-mail Address

Have you previously been a member of SMMUG? 
How did you learn about SMMUG? 

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG   
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc.    
2100 Wood Avenue 
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718 

Please make an online account for me. 
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. I 
do not want one or I already have one.

Business Telephone 

About Us 

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, Col-
orado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices. 

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second 
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.  

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can partici-
pate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate memberships 
are granted. 

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings. 

http://www.smmug.org

